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not to fire at crawling figures in No-Man's-Land. A captain
and a lieutenant crawl over the top, leading the way. They
carry blunt little automatics in one hand. A half dozen poilus
follow, two deadly "pineapple" bombs in each hand, and
the party picks its way cautiously through the wire.
Traversing ordinary wire entanglements is an impossible
task, but here an almost invisible little path winds its crooked
way over the dead grass carpet where the wire is lowest, and
occasionally detours to escape a shell-hole. This path will be
wired up tight again before daybreak. The frosty wire rattles
and tangs despite utmost care in stepping high while stoop-
ing low, and occasional crawling. Sounds intensify and seem
unnecessarily sharp. But to veteran ears they are just or-
dinary.
The first entanglements are passed. Then comes a short
open space, and then the next. A soldier stumbles a little over
an invisible wire, and the captain stops to whisper, "Douce-
ment." The second maze is passed more quickly because it is
narrower.
"It always seems a long time the first time you come
through the wire," the captain apologetically whispers. But
he is telling a polite little lie and knows it, because his first
sensation in wire climbing was years ago in this war, and is
now a faded memory.
You are in No-Man's-Land—a waste of gray, grassy
ground except for shell-holes here and there—some old and
overgrown with weeds, and others now black dirt craters. In
front of you is simply blackness hiding other rows of enemy
wire ahead. Behind is the vivid frosty stuff you've just come
through,
A figure huddles in a shell-hole ten yards away. Everybody
sees it, and crouching lower, stops. The lieutenant crawls
ahead alone, his automatic poised. But nothing happens, and

